The Illinois Open 2005: Spite, Death and the Devil
Tossups by Sudheer Potru

1. Methods for detecting it include its namesake repeat amplification protocol and an assay using PharMingen. Containing a p123/Est2p polymerase domain, it is generally only found in cellular germplasm, unicellular eukaryotes, and some cancer cells. In 1998, a research group under Bodner transfected genes for it into human cells. In mammals, it provides an AAUCCC template to guide the insertion of TTAGGG. A ribonucleoprotein, this reverse transcriptase is used to solve the end-replication problem in organisms with linear DNA. For 10 points, name this enzyme that adds repeat sequences to the 3’ [“three-prime”] end of DNA strands.
Answer:	telomerase

2. This film’s original negatives were accidentally destroyed, but it was reconstructed in 1959 by Jean Gaborit and Jacques Durand. The dismalness of Schumacher results from his humorously poor attempts at shooting the former poacher Marceau due to the former’s cuckolding by the latter, as Marceau keeps fooling around with Lisette, the chambermaid of the central female. That female’s husband Robert is trying to stop an affair with Genevieve de Marras, while the aviator Andre Jurieux tries to convince Christine de la Chesnaye to run away with him. Including a famous hunting scene in which birds are killed, for ten points, name this film satirizing 1930s French society, a work of Jean Renoir.
Answer:	The Rules of the Game (or La règle du jeu)

3. The Fleming-Tamao variety uses potassium fluoride and hydrogen peroxide as catalysts, while the Dess-Martin one is performed in dichloromethane. The Corey-Kim and Swern ones usually result in aldehydes and ketones, and the Baeyer-Villiger kind produces esters in low yield. Jones’ reagent, chromium trioxide, is used to accomplish it, as is PCC, although the latter will prevent an alcohol from going all the way to a carboxylic acid. Also seen in half-reactions like the formation of a cation from a neutral atom, for 10 points, name this process in which a species loses electrons.
Answer:	oxidation 

4. The winning side’s leader observed the battle from a church at Abba Garima, while the losing side’s leader based his attack strategy on seeing smoke around Mount Eshasho. Dabormida’s brigade fought the left wing of the winners in the valley of Miriam Shavitu, located in Tigray. Ultimately, Oreste Baratieri was blamed for the loss here, and declared unfit for command, while Ras Makonnen achieved a smashing victory. Causing the Treaty of Addis Ababa among other things, for ten points, name this decisive and humiliating 1896 defeat of the Italians, which resulted in the independence of Ethiopia.
Answer:	Battle of Adowa

5. This author said that mankind was approaching cannibalism, and that man should emulate the eating habits of Pythagoras. He discussed the importance of money in a story about Calvinus, and analyzed sacrifice in the case of a man named Catullus, who threw his treasures overboard to escape from a storm. He illustrated his extensive misogyny in a long work about women, and assured Naevolus, a male prostitute, that there would always be work for him. Famous for claiming that “bread and circuses” would pacify city dwellers, he bitterly attacked the reign of Domitian and also asserted that one needed mens sana in corpore sano, or “a sound mind in a sound body.” For ten points, name this ancient Roman total jerk, the creator of sixteen famous satires.
Answer:	Juvenal

6. Its author described it to his parents as “[his] little work of art.” This work argues that the groups of the subtitle are dominated by a “managerial demiurge,” an “uneasy interlocking” of power at the top of the managerial hierarchy. Thus, those fitting the title description are rendered incapable of truly independent judgment by an intermingling of routinized labor and bureaucratic centralization, which leads to their alienation, increased unemployment, and subsequent decline. For ten points, name this sociological classic focusing on “The American Middle Classes,” written by C. Wright Mills.
Answer: White Collar: The American Middle Classes

7. Comic #5 claims that it ceases to work one day out of every decade, and a verse from the Book of Mudora indicates that “[its] might makes mortal dreams come true.” Created by Din, Nayru, and Farore, it resides completely within the Sacred Realm or Golden Land in most stories. One of its portions was once divided into eight parts and hidden, and it was eventually revealed to be constructed of parts symbolizing Power, Wisdom, and Courage, each represented in golden triangles. For ten points, name this three-part object, parts of which are frequently desired by Ganondorf in the Legend of Zelda series.
Answer:	Triforce

8. Supposedly the inspiration for Charles Nodier’s fantasy story Smarra, one version of it is included in Erasmus’ poem The Botanic Garden, while another currently resides in the Detroit Institute of Arts. That version includes a table on the left-hand side and more vivid colors than the first, which featured more pale blues and whites. More easily seen in the first version are the ghostly eyes of a horse looking to the left side, although the second one more prominently features the pupils of the impish figure who sits on the chest of the central female and stares eerily at the viewer. For ten points, name this John Henry Fuseli painting, which was intended to depict a really bad dream.
Answer:	The Nightmare

9. Five of this drama’s eight original characters are alive at the end, including Panope, a servant who acts as a messenger. The tutor Theramenes comments that “love comes to all men; Venus wills it” upon discovering one character’s love for the prisoner Aricia, the daughter of the former king of Athens. The central event in its plot is perpetrated by the nurse Oenone, who claims that the title character has been raped. That title character’s attempt to put her own sons on the throne drives much of the plot, and her jealous love leads her husband Theseus to curse his innocent son Hippolytus. For ten points, name this drama centering on a bitch daughter of Minos and Pasiphae, written by Jean Racine.
Answer:	Phaedra (or Phèdre)

10. It resulted in Ashley Cooper’s fleeing of the continent, but Russell Martin claims its pretext is so flimsy that it was actually a setup to get rid of political opponents. Failing due to a fire at Newmarket, it was supposed to enact events at Hertfordshire, the location of Richard Rumbold’s estate. Algernon Sidney and William Russell were executed for treason in the aftermath of this event, which occurred largely because radical members of the Whig party desired to place the Duke of Monmouth on the throne instead of the king’s brother. For ten points, name this 1683 scheme to assassinate Charles II and the future James II.
Answer:	Ryehouse Plot

11. A major influence on Ruwet’s paradigmatic analysis, this man’s dialogues with Krystyna Pomorska provides insight into much of his work in semiotics. His model of the functions of language incorporates Malinowski’s work and Buhler’s tripartite system into a theory of functional communication dependent on six constituent parts: referential, poetic, emotive, conative, phatic, and metalingual. A major influence upon Claude Lévi-Strauss’ structuralism while at the New School for Social Research, his theories are best summarized in his Lectures on Sound and Meaning and his Linguistics and Poetics: Closing Statement. For ten points, name this perhaps foremost member of the Prague School.
Answer:	Roman Jakobson

12. Luciano Berio’s Sinfonia is based on the third movement of this work, and that movement itself is based on another of its composer’s songs about St. Anthony preaching to fishes in Des Knaben Wunderhorn. Based in part on Adam Mickiewicz’s epic poem Dziady [ZEE-ah-DEE], this symphony’s fourth movement about a child’s view of heaven is called Urlicht, or “Primeval Light,” and its fifth and last movement’s choral ode was inspired by its composer’s listening to a Klopstock ode at the funeral of Hans von Bulow. Also deriving its nickname from that ode, for ten points, name this symphony by Gustav Mahler.
Answer:	Symphony No. 2 in C minor (“Resurrection”) (accept either)

13. He parodied classical tradition in his Fragment of a Greek Tragedy, and there is evidence of homosexual leanings in De Amicitia. Often using as a theme fleeting nature of youth, he frequently wrote of Ludlow, where he is buried. An important classical scholar, he edited translations of Juvenal and Lucan and taught at Cambridge for several years. But he remains best-known for poems, in one of which the speaker describes an old man telling him to not give his heart away, and another in which he tells a certain Roman poet that he eats his victuals fast enough. For ten points, name this British poet, the creator of “When I was one-and-twenty” and “Terence, this is stupid stuff”.
Answer:	Alfred Edward Housman

14. Because its interior is depleted of hydrogen, it now runs on the fusion of helium into carbon. It is separated from its red dwarf B companion by about 607 astronomical units, and this irregular variable star’s surface temperature of approximately 4000 Kelvin gives it a distinct orange color. Located about 65.1 light-years from the sun, it is of spectral class K5+III. Literally translating from the Arabic for “the follower” due to its proximity to the Pleiades, and also making the eye of a certain animal, for ten points, name this thirteenth brightest star in the sky, the alpha star of the constellation Taurus.
Answer:	Aldebaran

15. The first person in New England to be cremated, she was the first woman from Massachusetts to earn a college degree, doing so at Oberlin. A copy of one of her speeches induced J.S. Mill to write The Enfranchisement of Women, and also convinced Susan B. Anthony of the importance of women’s rights. The wife of Henry Blackwell, she founded the American Woman Suffrage Association, and organized the first national women’s rights convention in Worcester, Massachusetts, two years after Seneca Falls. For ten points, name this early crusader for women’s rights, perhaps most famous as the first woman in American history to keep her last name after marriage.
Answer:	Lucy Blackwell Stone

16. Members of this faith may have a maximum of fourteen possessions, and generally use the term “charitra” to indicate biographies of great teachers. A reform sect of it was founded by Acharya Bikshu in 1768, and it was originally created at a conference and led by Sudharma. Its followers believe that kevali, or omniscience, does not result in the lack of need for food, and a central point of its belief is that a fetus was exchanged from Devananda to Queen Trisala. Holding a small bowl to collect alms instead of leaves and notably accepting Mallinatha as a female Tirtankara, for ten points, name this sect of Jainism deriving its name from Sanskrit for “white-robed,” considered to be less orthodox than the Digambaras.
Answer:	svetambaras (prompt on early buzz of “white-robed” or “white-clad” or “Jainism”)

17. Strengthened by the previous New Cultural Movement, it resulted in the burning of Cao Rulin’s house. Chen Duxiu [doo-ZHU] and Li Dazhao led the more militant faction, while Hu Shih is more associated with its liberal faction. The suppression efforts of the Northern Warlords government triggered further resistance, although it had only begun from protests over the Twenty-One Demands and the lands that Japan would receive in the Treaty of Versailles. For ten points, name this largely intellectual 1919 movement which helped in large part to give rise to communism in China, named for the date on which it began.
Answer:	May Fourth movement

18. It contains seeds of all kinds of life, and it was created by the sons of the dark elf Ilvadi. Considered to be a gift from either Aegir or Loki, it was commissioned of duergar-make [DUH-WHERE-gahr-MAH-kay], and can fit all of the Aesir and their mounts. Given to its owner along with Gullinbursti, it is capable of traveling by land, sea, or through the air, and it was wrought so effectively that it can be folded up and fitted into its owner’s side pocket. Used to transport the god Frey, for ten points, name this item whose name translates as “wooden-bladed”, the world’s greatest ship in Norse myth.
Answer:	Skidbladnir

19. This novel distinguishes between “false unity” of the police in rows and “true unity” of the youth in circles, and it begins with an analysis of the cap on Klement Gottwald’s head. Also including comments on Beethoven’s musical variations, it follows characters like Jan and the waitress Tamina, who yearn for self-discovery, and Marketa and Karel, who have to deal with the amoral Eva. One story in it is about Mirek, who wants to retrieve letters from his former mistress Zdena because he is ashamed of her ugliness, and ultimately all seven stories are tied together by descriptions of “a wobbly, breathy sound from the vocal register” and the “struggle of memory,” its two title entities. For ten points, name this 1978 novel, the first to bring acclaim to Milan Kundera.
Answer:	The Book of Laughter and Forgetting

20. This scientist was among the first to enunciate the principle of the conservation of energy, and did so while studying muscle metabolism. The creator of both the ophthalmoscope and the ophthalmometer, his work in physiological optics allowed him to refute Kant’s theory of space, and he also extended Young’s trichromatic theory of color vision. His namesake resonator is used to show the heights of various musical tones, and he was the first to theorize the existence of electromagnetic radiation from Maxwell’s equations. For ten points, name this German physicist, whose namesake coils are useful for expelling the Earth’s magnetic field from a region.
Answer:	Hermann von Helmholtz

Overtime. The desertion of Novgorod by Casimir IV allowed this ruler to subjugate it, and under his reign, a new law code was compiled by Vladimir Gusev. Later in his reign, he married the daughter of Thomas Palaeologus, Sophia, who caused the double-headed eagle to be adopted by the court of Moscow. Adopting the pretentious title “Grand Duke of All Russias”, he also built the Kremlin. Notable for refusing to pay tributes to and helping to reduce the size of the various Khanate Hordes, he was succeeded by his son Vasily II. For ten points, name this man who ruled Russia from 1462 to 1505, the grandfather and numerical predecessor of Ivan the Terrible.
Answer:	Ivan III or Ivan the Great
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1. Answer the following about an emperor, for ten points each.
1. His namesake chakra is now the emblem on the Indian flag, and this grandson of Chandragupta Maurya is renowned for his attempts at establishing a Buddhist state throughout India.
Answer:	Ashoka
2. In an effort to convert others to Buddhism, Ashoka sent both his son and daughter all over India and even to Sri Lanka. Name either of those individuals for ten points.
Answer:	Sanghamitra or Mahendra (or Mahinda)
3. It was the conquest of this kingdom in modern-day Orissa that caused Ashoka to repent for his warlike ways and turn to Buddhism. It had previously been conquered by King Priyadarshi.
Answer:	Kalingas

2. Answer these questions about a philosopher, for ten points each.
1. The coiner of the term “existentialism”, this devout Catholic philosopher and friend of Jean-Paul Sartre is known for works like Homo Viator, Being and Having, and Tragic Wisdom and Beyond.
Answer:	Gabriel Marcel
2. Considered one of Marcel’s best works, it argues that scientific thought has removed one of the title concepts from life and instead reduced human existence to mere problems with rational solutions.
Answer: The Mystery of Being
3. This work claims that its title concept is related to hope in the sense that man draws strength from an object or ideal greater than himself, and is forced to produce his own conception of the qualities of that ideal.
Answer:	Creative Fidelity

3. Name these things important in signal processing, for ten points each.
1. A generalization of its namesake’s complex series, it allows for switching between the time and frequency domains. Its forward version performed on the number one yields the Dirac delta function.
Answer:	Fourier transform
2. This theorem states that the Fourier transform of its namesake operation upon two functions is equivalent to the product of their Fourier transforms.
Answer:	convolution theorem
3. Derivable from the Fourier transform, it states that, to be able to fully reconstruct a signal, one must sample it at a rate greater than or equal to twice its highest frequency component.
Answer:	Nyquist theorem or criterion (prompt on “sampling theorem” or “frequency theorem”)

4. Name these abstract expressionists, for ten points each.
1. Highly influenced by Paul Cezanne, he actually did a Landscape in the Manner of Cezanne and painted one of Staten Island. His experimentation with Cubism can be seen in Nighttime, Enigma, Nostalgia.
Answer:	Arshile Gorky (or Vostanik Adoyan)
2. His tendency toward aggressive paint application can be seen in a work entitled Whose Name was Writ in Water, but he may be best known for the bold colors seen in his Women series. 
Answer:	Willem de Kooning
3. One of the foremost of the color-field painters, his repeated use of thick impasto with black and yellow is represented in works like 1957-D Number One.
Answer:	Clyfford Still

5. Answer these questions about the film The Big Lebowski, for ten points each.
1. All or nothing, give the first and last names of the character played by John Goodman, who pulls a gun on the bowler Smokey and threatens to launch him into a “world of pain” if he doesn’t “mark it zero.”
Answer:	Walter Sobchak
2. Give the exact sum that Bunny Lebowski demands to suck the Dude’s cock, assuming Brandt doesn’t want to watch.
Answer: “I’ll suck your cock for a thousand dollars”
3. Brandt describes the photographed individuals receiving this honor as “Mr. Lebowski’s children,” prompting the Dude to ask if Mr. Lebowski is “racially pretty cool.”
Answer:	Little Lebowski Urban Achievers (prompt on any partial answer)

6. Name these Mexican leaders, for ten points each.
1. His construction of new railways was enough for him to be re-elected in 1872, but he was apparently not cool enough to avoid being kicked out of power by Porfirio Diaz four years later.
Answer:	Sebastien de Lerdo
2. Instructed to lead troops against Vicente Guerrero, he instead joined forces with the latter, declaring his Iguala Plan and taking over the nation by force. He then declared himself Emperor Agustin I.
Answer:	Augustin d’Iturbide
3. He plotted with ambassador Henry Lane Wilson to overthrow Madero and Pino Suarez, and had them executed. Due to pressure from Pancho Villa, he was forced to resign in 1914.
Answer:	Victoriano Huerta

7. Name these French composers from works, for ten points each.
1. Sous Les Ramparts d’Athenes, Le Marchand d’Oiseaux, Cantata for Narcissus.
Answer:	Germaine Tailleferre
2. Armide & Renaud, Phaeton, and a famous Treatise on Harmony.
Answer:	Jean-Baptiste Lully
3. The song “O Holy Night,” Souvenirs of a Musician, Richard in Palestine.
Answer:	Adolphe Adam

8. Answer the following concerning a rebellion, for ten points each.
1. The Lari massacre was a major event in this 1952 uprising, which saw the death of Colonel Waruhiu and helped lead to the independence of Kenya.
Answer:	Mau Mau
2. Along with the Embu and Meru tribes, this ethnic group led the Mau Mau revolt after undergoing substantial economic deprivation and the banning of their namesake central association.
Answer:	Kikuyu
3. On October 20, 1952, Colonel Waruhiu was killed, leading this newly-appointed governor to declare a state of emergency and arrest several important Kenyan officials, including Jomo Kenyatta.
Answer:	Sir Everlyn Baring

9. Answer the following about a functional group in organic chemistry, for ten points each.
1. These compounds undergo nucleophilic addition reactions to form diazonium salts. Aromatic ones include imidazole and pyrrole, and they can be produced from the reduction of nitriles.
Answer:	amines
2. This reaction uses a hydroxide catalyst in the usage of potassium phthalimide and an alkyl halide to produce primary amines. 
Answer:	Gabriel synthesis of primary amines
3. The combination of an amine with an aldehyde or ketone results in a hemiaminal, or carbinolamine intermediate. The elimination of water from that intermediate will then yield this type of functional group.
Answer:	imine

10. Name these pioneers in personality psychology, for ten points each.
1. The formulator of seminal theories of social and observational learning, he performed an experiment in which children beat the crap out of a Bobo Doll after watching a video of an adult doing so.
Answer:	Albert Bandura
2. This author of The Nature of Prejudice and Pattern and Growth in Personality may be best-known for his treatment of traits and dispositions in the context of the “proprium”, or self.
Answer:	Gordon Allport
3. In his two-volume work The Psychology of Personal Constructs, he described his theory of constructive alternativism and fundamental postulate of event channeling.
Answer:	George Kelly

11. Name these minor prophetical books from the Old Testament, for ten points each.
1. It consists of only 21 verses, all of which condemn the encroachment of Edom onto the land of Jacob. It is the shortest book in the Old Testament. 
Answer:	Obadiah
2. Written by the son of Beeri, who was a contemporary of Isaiah, it decries “perjury, theft, idolatry, and impiety” committed by the Israelites. It is the longest of the prophetic books written before the Captivity.
Answer:	Hosea
3. With a name literally meaning “consolation”, this man’s namesake book describes the cruelty of the Assyrians, and proclaims judgment upon Nineveh as a result. 
Answer:	Nahum

12. Answer the following about an event in French history, for ten points each.
1. Occurring in the wake of the “Three Glorious Days”, this event came about due to anger over its namesake ordinances. It caused Charles X to abdicate, and Louis-Philippe then came to power.
Answer:	July Revolution (or Juliet)
2. This author of a famous History of the French Revolution and liberal worked with F.A.M. Mignet and others to start the journal National, and proved to be a major leader of the July Revolution.
Answer:	Adolphe Thiers
3. The oppressive July Ordinances were published and supported by this minister, who was sentenced to life imprisonment during the Revolution but eventually given amnesty.
Answer:	Jules Armand de Polignac

13. Name these works by Anne Bradstreet, for ten points each.
1. In a time past in the Autumnal Tide, when Phoebus was apparently an hour from bed, Bradstreet expresses all of her various views, conceptions, and thoughts of God. A major part of this poem focuses specifically on her thoughts about the sun.
Answer:	“Contemplations”
2. The first title entity is described as “unstable, supple, cold and moist”, while the second apparently claims his pedigree from blood and air. There are two more, one who likes earth and one of fire and “choler.”
Answer:	“Of the Four Ages of Man”
3. Taking place on the banks of the river Lacrim, this poem is a dialogue between two supposed sisters, or the two title objects. One asks if the other lives solely on meditation.
Answer:	“The Flesh and the Spirit”

14. Answer the following about a model of enzyme kinetics, for ten points each.
[10] This equation can be used to calculate the rate of a reaction based on enzyme and substrate concentration, using its namesake constant K-sub-M and the maximum velocity that the reaction can reach.
Answer:	Michaelis-Menten equation
[10] This plot named for two men is based on the Michaelis-Menten model. Its axes are the reciprocal of the reaction rate and the reciprocal of substrate concentration.
Answer:	Lineweaver-Burk plot
[10] The Michaelis-Menten model was later altered by two men who combined the K-sub-M constant to be a combination of all of the rate constants in a reaction. Name either of them for ten points.
Answer:	George Edward Briggs or John Burdon Samuelson Haldane

15. Answer the following about an author and his work, for ten points each.
1. Featuring characters like Maksim Maximych and Princess Mary, this novel tells of the adventures of the young soldier and aristocrat Grigory Pechorin.
Answer:	A Hero of Our Time (or Geroy nashego vremeni)
2. Also the creator of the play Masquerade and the short work Princess Ligovskaya, this Russian author wrote A Hero of Our Time.
Answer:	Mikhail Yureyvich Lermontov
3. This Lermontov poem in twenty-six parts tells of a general on his way to Tiflis who finds a young child. It ends with the line “Curse no man, and disparage none.”
Answer:	“Novice” (or “Mtsyri”)

16. Name these guys who did badass physics experiments, for ten points each.
1. The inhomogeneous magnetic field in the experiment performed by these dudes deflected electrons from silver atoms in such a way as to prove the quantization of spin.
Answer:	Otto Stern and Walther Gerlach (both required)
2. By examining kaon decay, their 1964 experiment showed that the interactions of subatomic particles are time-varying, proving the existence of CP violation.
Answer:	James Cronin and Val Fitch (both required)
3. Using nickel crystals and a vacuum apparatus they built themselves, these guys applied Bragg’s law to particle waves and confirmed de Broglie’s theory about the wave nature of the electron. 
Answer:	Clinton Davisson and Lester Germer (both required)

17. Answer the following about a sociological theory, for ten points each.
1. This school asserts that man has created conventionalized signs that in turn developed into language, which is a vehicle for communication and personal contact. It also argues that social action arises from individual lines of action.
Answer:	symbolic interactionism
2. The term “symbolic interactionism” was coined by this sociologist in 1937 in his book of that name. He also outlined his three core principles for it: meaning, language, and thought.
Answer:	Herbert Blumer
3. One of the foremost proponents of symbolic interactionism was this author of Asylums and The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life.
Answer:	Erving Goffman

18. Name these plays by Sean O’Casey, for ten points each.
1. When he goes to war, football hero Harry Heegan becomes an invalid and loses the love of Jessie Taite, who instead goes for his friend Barney. In sorrow, he drinks wine from the title object.
Answer:	The Silver Tassie
2. In this drama, neighbors of the Clitheroes include Peter Flynn and Bessie Burgess. Pregnant Nora tries to prevent Jack from becoming a commandant in the Citizen Army, but Jack eventually dies heroically.
Answer:	The Plough and the Stars
3. Inspired by the Spanish Civil War, this play produced in London in 1940 represents communism and fascism as two brothers.
Answer:	The Star Turns Red

19. Answer the following about the Spanish-American War, for ten points each.
1. On February 8, 1898, this man’s letter to Senor Canalejas was published. In it, this man called McKinley a “low politician”, and “weak and catering to the rabble”. It caused Spain much embarrassment.
Answer:	Dupuy de Lome
2. Although it was used to rescue surviving enemy soldiers, this American ship became the site of tragedy on July 4, 1898, when the 9th Massachusetts Volunteers accidentally shot and killed six Spanish prisoners and wounded 13 others. 
Answer:	U.S.S. Harvard
3. Under the leadership of Samuel Young, this group saw action at Las Guasimas, but they may be better known for their exploits at San Juan Hill under Leonard Wood.
Answer:	Rough Riders

20. Answer the following concerning a literary movement, for ten points each.
1. Their first formal meeting took place in Seville to mark the 300th anniversary of the death of Luis de Gongora. Centered in a student residence in Madrid, members included Rafael Alberti and Luis Cernuda.
Answer:	Generacion del 27
2. The winner of the 1977 Nobel Prize in Literature, this author of the collections Destruction for Love, The Shadow of Paradise, and The Sound of War was a member of the Generacion del 27.
Answer:	Vicente Aleixandre
3. Perhaps the most famous of the Generacion del 27 authors is this man, the author of Yerma and Blood Wedding.
Answer:	Federico Garcia Lorca

